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 by Pan Pacific   

Burger Rebel 

"Burger Democracy"

Rebel against the average burger with a visit to Burger Rebel. Located at

the Wafi Shopping Mall, Mexican native Adrian Becerril designs a

contemporary menu that prides itself on quality and freshness. Gorge into

freshly-handcrafted cheeseburgers, chicken burgers and hot dogs as well

as Rebel Wings, Beetroot Chips, and delicious sides, ditch your diet and

be a rebel yourself. The Classic and American sliders are popular hits and

best-enjoyed with milkshakes. The restaurant's namesake beef tongue

burger is the chef's favorite and deserves a special mention. The vibrant

ambiance is courtesy graffiti walls and funky furniture, and the place is a

great destination for family fun.

 +971 4 324 4252  www.burgerrebel.com/  rebel@burger-rebel.com  Sheikh Rashid Road, Wafi

City, Dubai

 by Instant Vantage   

Shake Shack 

"Burger Shack"

Shake Shack's pioneering outlet outside the United States brings timeless

American favorites to the UAE. Located on the first floor of the Mall Of The

Emirates, the eatery specializes in burgers and hot dogs. From the classic

Hamburger and New York-Style Hot Dog, to Shack Burger and Cheese

Hot Dog, the place is a great post-shopping stopover. Complement your

quick meal with delicious Shakes and Concretes in original and inventive

flavors. On the list are Great White Way, Strawberry Banana Trifle and

Peanut Butter Shake. Or choose to create your own concoction. Come

here with family and friends and enjoy the delectable flavors of America in

the heart of Dubai.

 +971 4 347 5513  www.shakeshack.com/loc

ation/dubai-moe/

 shakeshack.moe@alshayau

ae.ae

 Sheikh Zayed Road, Mall Of

The Emirates, Dubai
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